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In my contribution to this workshop, I would like to discuss concepts of relevance

that emerge from thinking of trees as basic to probability. Some of these concepts are

developed in a monograph entitled The Art of Causal Conjecture, which I am finishing

this summer and which will be published by MIT Press in their AI series, but I hope to go

beyond the monograph in dealing the concept of relevance. The basic insight I hope to

convey is that statements about relevance can often be interpreted as precise statements

about the structure of probability trees.

One of the points that I would like to discuss is how the relations of conditional

independence (and related probabilistic relations such as partial uncorrelatedness,

conditional unpredictability, etc.) arise from probability trees. It is often claimed that

such relations express relevance and/or causality, but it is difficult to elaborate the

meaning of such claims. The probability tree interpretation helps, for such relations can

arise in probability trees in more than one way, and the different ways correspond to

different ways in which variables can be relevant to one another. This point is explained

in some detail in the attached paper, "Philosophical Foundations for Causal Networks."

prepared for another conference.
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In the remainder of this abstract, I will outline a fundamental connection between

probability trees and relevance: by drawing a probability tree we make assertions of

relevance. We do so because the tree is limited in its description of reality, and using the

tree makes sense only if the detail we are omitting is irrelevant to the questions

considered by the tree.

In order to understand this issue, we need a mathematical description of "legitimate

simplification" for trees. Formulating such a description is a surprisingly subtle task. In

this abstract, let me introduce the problem in its simplest form, leaving probabilities aside

considering situation trees--probability trees without the probabilities.

Figure 1 is a situation tree for some of the possible activities of a twelve-year boy

named Dennis on a summer afternoon. What would be a legitimate simplification of this

tree? How, in other words, can we simplify the story it tells without leaving out points

that are relevant to what is left in?
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over~,~ ~ over.
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Figure 1, Will Dennis remember to practice playing his saxophone?

Firgure 2 shows one simplifcation that I consider legitimate.
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Figure 2 A simplification.

Mathematically, let us agree that a situation tree is a partially ordered set in which

any two elements are either ordered or divergent. Let us call the elements of a situation

tree situations.

(If S and T are elements of a partially ordered set S, and S_<T or T<S, we say S and 

are ordered. If S<T, we say S is an ancestor of T and T is a descendant of S. If S and T

have no common descendant (there is no element U in $ such that S<U and T<U), we say

S and T are divergent.)
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Tempera~tre is ~ Temperalttre is

above freey ~~zing.
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Figure 3 The mapping from the first to the second situation tree violates Axiom K2

because although S<T and $3" is mapped to S, no descendant of $3" is mapped to T.

Suppose $ and $* is are situation trees, and suppose ~: is a mapping from $* onto $.

Let us call K a simplification if it satisfies the following axioms.

Axiom K1 If S* and T* are situations in $% and S*_<T*, then

~:(S*)<~:(T*).

Axiom K2 If R, S, and T are situations in $, S* is a situation in $*,

R~S_<T, and ~:(S*) = S, then there exist situations R* and T* in $* such

that R*<S*<T*, K:(R*) = R, and ~(T*) 

When we are considering a simplification from $* to $, we say that $* is a refinement of

$, and that $ is a coarsening of $*.

We can now explain Figure 2 in terms of this definition. The refinement is shown at

the top, the coarsening at the bottom. The simplification maps PI*, P2*, and P3* to P,

$1" and $2" to S, etc.
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Axiom K1 is motivated by the idea that the stories (maximal paths) told by $* are

also told, although in less detail, by $. Axiom K2 is motivated by the idea that the stories

told by $ are causally complete, so that the additional detail provided by $* never

changes the course of a story. Figures 3 and 4 give examples of mappings between

situation trees that fail to qualify as simplifications because they violate Axiom K2.

For now, I leave it to the reader to consider how this ideas of simplification and

refinement can be extended to account for branching probabilities.

°h°

(
Do homework.

)

)

~
h TV.

Figure 4 The mapping from the first to the second situation tree violates Axiom K2

because although R<S and $2" is mapped to S, no ancestor of $2" is mapped to R.
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